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CLASSROOM C TURE AND THE HROBLEMDF C010 L.

Joseph C.-Granhis-

.

l_claasroOma IIgrYwherp,are different and the same.. The'

. ,

4tendency of educators and citizens to Prolect their visions better
I

0 1

life on the Schools has, along with. Model-n hnology, contr u ed
/

proliferation designs for classrooms We can7po o classrooms
i

. ,.._ ,

$hat purport .to be.open or closed nongraded or graded oriented to
, t .

.

individuats _ ups or a clan as a whole and. 'concerned 'more pith

basics or with etrichmeht-and for perch these and their combinations

_d a political and technical rationale. Classroo s vary also in

_

populations as teachers_or pup±ls a eof one

socipeConom c and-aptitude.

one might expect st s between the

the

classrooms.

-ong difference

or angther gender,

For thAse reasons

res of various

We' observe also, hOweVer, that virtually all ,claSsroo s have in

common certain feat6res.. Formally, these features include .a

that teachers will inculcate in the

standardS of conduct;' the daily, peasonal

Pupils certain knowledge

expectation

= and. life-span time frame

withOi which schooling i conducted; and the high ratio of pupils,t

.teachers -- "high ", that 'is, comPated with the proportion of children or

yourhs to adults that is found in most setting outsidisthools. /h-
.

rmlly, c/assroome are characterized by behavlopatterns that include

sponses to these coh itions--responses which,. in the eyes of many ob-
. _ ,

servers, are more similar than dissi'ilar.

A version of ,this paper will app- r as a chapter in the 1980

Yearboa of the Association for Supervi-ion andCurriculum Develppment,
edited by WellsFosbay.



ate what

Indeed, 'turning Ilings/around

are not themselved an adaptation

mr-hchooling. The-core-of-the-eulture-of-a

and the pupils' responses to, the problem ofOle

Thiscri central argument. We. shall begin by charac-

oom culture'and examining the sources of the

ol. Later the chapter will turn to variations

on this n

and between,a

ask how pry

control'insoc

lore tie significance of differences among p

native desi:gns for the classroom.. U'timately, on

ofcontrol- in classrooms relates to.problems of
)

y at large. However, those!analyses--,,of which thve

are many nowthat inimediatelyileApto'he socializing and sorting func-

/J/4
f sehoo_i_ng overldok the, immediate, rigins of the problem of con-

trot

origins

i0heyeculiar ecology of schools themselves.

The sameneoe of classrooms

The4mint.to be made first isnot simply that all classrooms are

Alike, blIX that there is a standard "classroom, situation that is very.
/

difficult to al'tei

'nervations in-1

In

clas-srooms

1960's Goodiad and Klein conducted ob-

taming from kindergarten. through third

grade, and about equally d st:ributed, between large and small, proportions
k-:

.

of disadvantaged children., About half of he sample schools were in-
., .

.

volved as single schools or as part of their districts in projects or

activities supported by supplementary funds from local, sta federal,,

or private sources. TheXime, it will'be recalled, stood toward the end

of a-decade and a half of rationalist school reform;' h m- teaching and
\

nongraded instruction, for -which Goodiad had been one of the most putspOken



and numerous national cur iculum pro neluding a. variety

at the 'elementary, school level. Gpodlad and Klein foUnd a general pat-
'

tern which is most sharply conveyed by the physi41 image of the ciaes-c,

rooms they observed;

In regard to, seating, the kindervgarten rooms almost

1
always provided some kind of table -and - chair arrangement,

a pattern that faded until individual desks in'rooms be-
%ams'equally uniform for-the third grade. Similarly, the

rug corners and reading circles of the:first two years had

virtually Idisappeared-by the third'and-fourth:

AI
Tie general picture __At efa play-like environment

of the kindergarten,' with conSiderable.epportunity for free-
dom of movement'add activity, giving way to a. much more
restricted and circumscribed academ4F environment thereafter.
By the third-grade, materis.18: and. seating arrangementa.sugt
gest a passIve,.immobile pattern characterized by seatwork

and total group,eetivity-under teacher direction. -(Goodlad
and Klein, 1970, p.63)

Overall, reading in groups was the mo requen't activity observed.;

Second most frequent was "independent activities ", which shifted frote

physical movement, especially manipulation of objects, toward aca4emc

work, between kindergarten andand.t rdgrade." AtiththeticOanguage,art
4 , =

other than reading (writing, spelUng, listening:to stories,late.),

singing and 'music, and physical education made up he remainder, of th-e

Activities tha
. .

together, constituted more than 85 percent of the class-

rdom events observed. GoOdlad.and Klein did find variations in this

pattern between the "regular" and the pre ominantly disadvantaged classes,

Disadvantaged children spent Orop6rtidnal ore tile than dventaged

children in

grade. The

sing g:and

ly creative

reading ,in first grade, but le'ss tim in reading in -bird

disadvantaged third grade children also spent less time in

music, physical educstion,tand independent work of relety

sort or t least selected by the childrenfrom.a set of op-

tions. They spent cori.espondingly more,timei__ prescribed se work,



4

Goodlad and-Klein characteriie

Finally, e preport31ions of time Spent(in arithmetic we

\
comparable fdr the different classes throughout the gradei. These

;1'

fihdiigs foreihadOw those Ootherstresearckthat we will. attend to

sy.:.

later in the chapte wever,,Goodlad andNKlein

emphasis to the emila
41:.

-One_ conclusion stands out clearly-t,

changes we have believed to be taking
have dot'been getting into plassrooMs;

Ales between &asses

Y

end, up Agi.Ving gre rest

mended for th
on schoql and
were market b
enrollment, a
administrator.

ny of the
ce in schooling
anges widely recom-

schools over the .past.15'years were blunad,'
lastroom,door. Second, sehoolstand Classrooms

a sameness regardless of location,'student
-:d "typing" as provided InItisklY to'us by an

4 -

Third, there seemed to a considerable discrepancy

between teacherisl.perceptio of their own $qaovative be7 (
havier and the perceptions observers. The tbacheca
sincerely thou$ht th6, were individualizing instruqtion, ,
encouraging inductive learning,, involving children in

.group processes, and-so on., Fourth, "special' slAppletI nt

g/kr
ary, And enrichment activities and practices diff5rad v_ y

little' rom "regular" classroom activities. Fi0b, s neralfr

or specific classroom goals were not identifiable ,to'*-
:servers. -"Instruction was geeral neCharacterjand not
specifically directed to'diagnosed needa ograss,.and

problems of individual children. chets shot with a

shotgun, not a rifle. Sixth, the ection being Pursued

by'the school as a whole was equally obscure or difpiedq

Seve__ h, there appeared not to bera'criatalmass of
teachers, parents, and others working xoketheittowa de-

veloping either asense of direction or 7 utions 60 schoo -

Wide problema concerning them. Eight parallels truer say
.dchopl.personnel appeared to. be ,very ,Much alone in theirten-

deavors. Principals tended to remain A.officesald haIlwgys
and,not'to intrude on sacred caAsroom ground in any direct
way. TeaChers,..although alone and presumably free to teach.
in their class-rooms, appeared to be'bound to a cottoncolcep-
tion:of what school is and should be' ;-- vw (Goodlad and idei

:
970;-PP- 97 -9 '

try

*Personal communication from the-authors. Tfie increase in seat work is

implied but not explicated in kem_ci413:Qt2mor-.
F



The .highly. teacher dominat4Nrerbal interactionsGoodlad and Klein

-obseived "behind the classroom door" are verconsietent with

served a decade befo_ byHdghes',/-(1959) in a sample of `41 bot

. -
mended and randomly selected elementary school classroos, The moreti

those _ob-

recom-

general behavior patterns are consistent with various obsrvatons in

elementary school cleSsrrm- ranging from Jackson's dispassionate

ife in Classrooms (196S) to Holt:s polemical How Childreryail (1964):'

At the jurrio4 an sehior high-acheol level, a similar variety- of

st'ud'ies attest to the sameness of clastro ms. The Report ofthe

National Panel On Hi h Schools and Adolescent Education (Martin,' 1975),

to which I group of.widely experienced -arid distinguisheeeducarors
, .

.

contr tied ;` concluded that. the organization of 'high schools around the

, -

c,laS room unit h s tended to reader them "infIexible.in their adaptlye
/

c4pacity to enc Nast newer i

.these newer forte and procedures-at the high s hool,level these in-
4

_

elude team,teachigo, the ,I..tse ef,paraprofetsiona flexible scheduling,

uctional foims pad procedu it As

modules, minischoolsl and ,various inducti'v ,and experiegt-al approaches
/

1-

to learninghave been meant to break t-- old of the classroom unit,

and 4n a limited numbeivof,cases have one so, it-Appears that class-

organizqtioft has tended to resist ttese ch'anges.

Inside thd standard'high school classroom

overtly

most of what tp.ke plece

k; most' 9f the talk Is bx the teacher;, thetypical,patterw

of talk is teacher,qdestion/ttudent anawjr /teachers reaction followed by

0-
teacher queStion; the questions generally ask for:recall or extrapolation

of kndwledge,'making minimal demands on st

or empathic capSeities; and
g

do have 4re maffifested 'more

room game.

critical, creative,

such capacities of his ort that the stddents

. ,

in their myriad azi of refining the class-

0



'Quotations from two fir -Aland'acCounts of rife in secondary.

schools will illustrgte these lairs. C6sick iarticipatied.in-the,

Student life of 'commhensive school that drew-lower-to-middle class

studentS from small nd rural an uturban areas. One, Qf the db-

atio90 that sett the stage of his book' is the following:

*4

- .

.

Exceptions do occur, especially i- classea.Where the

dents are divided lento work units and'barrylout some'

pre vralged experNment or project -ii. cooperation -with one

another. Thdre the tea her parr ,'n .his instruction by

walking around, irteraing with them encouraging one group

atja tune. 111xt-the ere el-saes sucitas physics or chem,-

by step process 6 'be fellded, and there. too thelmethods0istry labs where,the lab 9g-_,als andtixtslayout the step

are structured and the answers set. It is not'en:ugh-just

to say Simp that there were good and bad elaSses, good

and bard teach rs. The fact was that the teaching in all

clleses, sdie ce, math, English, langudge, was remarkably

similar. The /teacher would take efte-ofbis basic mainten-

ante, activity: take attendance, CVDSe the,d6oracCept
late slips, take oat his..biook, and call:the pa'e number;

then he would structure the actiVipi by acting out the part

of edestionex, enceurarer, teller, and explicator., doing,

of course, mbst of 'what there was to do whilethe students

Watched, warred, and rebponded to hi cues. ahis was the

way cl4pses were conducted day in an 'day out. (CUsick,

1973, p.28)
ota 1

Hern'den taught 'in
0
a_ inner-city junior higlr'school, "about 98inner-city

a .

percent Negro, they ha old me dcAmVo in the district as.office,

if' to say' not entirely Negr

That did 1 want theth to do? (1,3want'ed them Ct(xlearn

some ping about English, since that was w1at they were

spozed to learn in my'class, and specifieallyj warite
them to learn something about uiriting-l-how to 'Say what'

they wanted on paper so that somebody:else could read it.

i phut that brough-- us' back to what `'they wanted to say; or

anyway what the wanted to say onipaper, That eught'to

be written ,doll instead 9f just talked about.'.` this

respect the tiscussiqns, upon whic)1,1,'d counted,'were a

failUfe; no one found;it neces- ry'to record his. own or

anyone else's thoughts`.,
(

ThOkproblem with 91j' was to find, out what they wanted

'done which needeethe classrft, the school situation to

d which couldn't be dote-otherwfse. (Herndon, 1965, p.1_00)



Herndon was absent for a-mos. h.' When he returned,

,491) .4reeted ateiwithan indignint,And sincert-sounding

outcry. Mrs. A was a beiEer teacher than I,'she was a real
teacher"T'Wasn'tp) real teachat, she really made them work--
not just have them old discuSsions every day; no, man, they

were learning spelling and :sentences anti all they was spo,zed

t6.%Mereover she was strict -,and didn't allow fo.Iing around- -
all in all they felt they'd been'really getting somewhere,
I looked in my grade book, up to now pretty empq,of marks,
and saw, sure enough, a whole string of {grades aftet each
name-mostly, however, F's and zeroes. 'Many of them...had

nothing. but' which I took to mean they had been busy
tot-doing this important work. pointed thts puetrthe
Class,. but 4 didnit matter. They had/been back on 'familiar

ground; strict teacher, no fooling around, no-smart-off, no
discussions about how badschoo'i was, and.plenty of. work.
That was, after, all, what ccool was and they were in favor

of p.102)

The robleth of control As disci-line

r

F

What sch6o1 "is" underlies all of these observations, which brings

usback to the problem of7control. On the surface, the problem of

control -is "the discipline problem". Numberous studies is found this

to be among the most 'salient ptoblems teachers themselves perceive.

Waller (1932),' using anecdotes collected from his students, interpreted

life in the high school classroom as a constant struggle for control.

Loss of control over their Classes and loss of their jobs were the two

things teachers feated most. The problem of control underlay even those

cl to6ms in which the rows of children appeared to by the most or.derlY.

The pupils could erupt at any moment, exploiting any weakness of the

teacher. They\might take off on a saying Or-gesture of,the teacher,

destrby a rule by literaiiiitg it, .might introduce extraneous

matter t disturb a discussion, and so on. The teachers who controlled

their classes Most successfully commanded without explanation, Aided_

punishment.to define the situation of the student, manipulated pupils'

social relationships, expressed anger quickly and maintained it until



a crisis had passed, and appealed

motives 'of their pupils.

the meat relevant idea

Waller s accountl.,rould apply to many classroo oday, hough oni

might characterize others in kere.subtle terms. Most enduring:are the
1-

dynamies of control that Waller analyzed: the"perilous eqUilibrium

of social order in the school, the social dicta ce between teacher Nnd

pupil, the need--for the teacher not o compremisethis distance in the

eyes of other teacher and the roles pupils play in the classroom--

_
clown, bum, 04_ good boy, badboy, teacher's helper and,s0 one -same

4

of them rolls developed-in the children's primary groups, and others

roles that are more unique to the classroom.
*. .

Smith and Geoffrey some-thirtyfive years later, analyzed an urban

eighth grade classroom in terms that are remarkably consistent with

Weller's dynamics, especially considering that the conceptual framework

of their analysis as painstakingly built by applying to their observr

ations theeretical sources (hat were far removed from Waller, the.spare

11

and elegant sociological coneePts of Homans. 'Smith and Geoffrey add to

Waller a time perspective derive ,from their having observed wi Geoffrey
.

as the 'teacher for a year in a

account not nly individual student roles - -the court jesber, the nonworker--

single classroom... Thus one sees their

an intricate protess of ipterseaving the children's and the teacher

-tations as certain gehavi_or sequences spiral to form the individual-

in-the role. Defining "Classroom control" as "the relationship between

teacher direction, usually verbal, and a high, probability, of pupil com-

plidnce"., (Smith and Geoffrey,.1968,1 P.67), the authors identified four

stages of the teacher's establishihg initial control) "Grooving the

children" involved the teacher's stating the rules and coanding activities- -'



ithaut-Much explanation, with enough /warmth, humor, and Pleasure

thg activities themselves, :to'. info e the classroom 'belief" systems

,Nith "sentiments" to form olassroo 'net-Ms" "follOwing

th-rough-snd-softening-thd-t 1 t n -emene_charactetized

the subsequent stages of=-es ishing control.

As Waller mphasi ed and recent studies haVA reaffirmed,

not only the tache establishes, Control. A new teacher especially'
, -

socialized to pie of disciplinarian by other teachers and by

the.pupils themalv6s. McPherson (1972) identified four major strands

it is

t

of the self-itage-of the teachers in i school in which she herself

taught: diqc1plinarian, director of learning industriofis worker, and

one deserving just and equitable treatment.

,The most clearly observable aipect of a teacher was
her successilureas a preserver of

"Successful teachers do not 'have problemS."
"To haveto send a child to,the ptincipal is to"admit

that You can't control the kids.'"
So it wasjin thd area of discipline that the standarda

.of role performance' were :Clearest and that the attempts at
social-controlAby older over younger and'neWer teachers Were
most evident. (McFhOtSon, 1972, p.31)

. -
Fuller'suMmar.ized as follow6 the data Neported in six studies that

P -
-5 examined beginn`i. g teach'ers' ptoblems without severely iIstrictihg.the

A

alternatives among which the techert Amid choose:

As it is reported by these investigations, what we
know is thatbeginning teachets are concerned about Class
cOntrol, about their own content adeOacy, about the situ-

ations inwhiCh they teach and about evaluations by th'eir:

supe- visors, by their pupils And of their..pupils by them-

selves.

_
ectiistency of these findings is remarkable in the_:"

lightorthe different populations-Surveyed.: The consistency
liesinot only. n the similarity of concerns ekpressed but in

'the absence of concern about topics which are usually included
in- education courses : instructional design, 'methods/Of pre -'

renting subject matter, as Ssment'of pupil learning, dynamics

Of child, behavior and so 1969,.p,10)



,On the basis of a range of Studied,'Fuller argued persuadively or

a develOpmental conceptualization of teachers' concerns, from a pre-
.

teaching phase that is qUite vague about the classroom to an early

teadhing- phase of concern withself, as- characterized above, to,

a phase of late concerns focused on pupil gain and self eva]uation as

opposed tO personal gain and-dvaldation by others. Fuller observed that

a teacher cduld get "stuck "_ in the second of her three,phases.

more sociologicar and ecological perspective, we might hypotheaize/that,

the basic conditions of schooling that constitute the problem of control ,

ensnare most teachers.-in Fuller's initial eaching phase.

Lortie (1975) discusses teachers' opinions, documentedln-_o her

studies and confirmed by his own surveys, that eddcation cou- es had not,-

adequately prepared them to deal with the problemsof classroom discipline

and management, the courses being too "idealistic" an "out of tquch with

reality". Teachers learn to take the role of teadher rgcly tArough

the_13,000 hours they spend in classrooms, on the average, before grad-,

uation, and then through their.eperience as teachers themselves

Teachers-to-be underestimate the difficulties of the but still

there is not much shift in their conceptualization of it after entry to

the role. Lortie takes this to be evidence of the limited influence

other teachers have on a given teacher's idea of how to implement the

role, though the pressure to maintain control is strong from other teachers.

-On the theme of the sameness of classrooms, Lortie surmises that

the classroom unit is, maintained, with low interdependence of classrooms,

because of the high turnover rate of teachers and the greater ease of

adapting classroom units to local population changes. In our own-view,

the moral difficulties of rationalizing the teaching role contribute to



the persistence .of the Litonomouvlassroom. About half, the teachers

interviewed in one of LoirtieTs surveys "emphasized, moral outcomes'that

would result from their work
r

.

Teachers are chargedwith maintaining good orde, and

discipline in their classioms. It is highly probable, in

my viewthai elaborations along moral lines, in addition

to demonstrating continuities within teaching, give addi-4
tional meaning to these,disciplinary activities. I(Lortie,

1975, pp. 112-113)
k

The possibility of interpreting the conditions of schooling in a,
-V,

way congruent with one's own moral principles may be .greatest in one',s

"own" class om,. whatever stage of development, in Fuller's.---terms, a

teacher is-at. The autonomy of the classroom-also protectg the teacher

-from being d'bserved in moral compromises, be they screaming, favoring

compliant children, or more subtle departures-from an ideal. The - mystique

of teaching, the feeling of many that the problem of control defies

pedagogy, the sacrosancturn -of the classroom, seems to emanate from this

personal moral factor.

The problem of control and the conditions of schooling

We alluded at the outset to three basic conditions of schooling,

the expectation that teachers will accomplish learning in their pupils,

the time frame of schooling, and the high ratio of pupils to teachers

We turn to these now to as why discipline should be such a problem in

the school, and what.further ramifications control has in the culture

'-of classroom's.. Waller (1932 anticipated much of whatwe understand

today from a sociological point of view, while Jackson (1968) presents

the most complete ecological analysis. Smith and Goeffrey(1968) combine-

these perspectives. We shall take up the three basic conditions of

schooling in the reverse order of their statement above.
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The ratio children to adults. A far larg -number of

children or youthssimply in the aggregate, and in portion to adults--

is present in classrooms and schools than in any. setting of everyday

life outside of school'(Or church school), except certain recreation

settings. Jackson explores the implications of this crowding in detail.

He attributes to it teachers' determining' who will and will not speak,

allocating supplies, granting special privileges, and serving as official

timekeeper.' The necessity of waiting, the denial:of desire as, for ex-

.Ample, only some can answer question or be granted a request and the-

frequency of interruptions, are shoran tc be further consequences of the

crowding of children in, classrooms.

Most poignant of all is what Jackson summarizes as the requirement

that children be "alone in the crowd", ignoring the potential distrae-

tions of peers with whom they are more intimately associated than they

are likely to be, again in such numbers, in settings outside of school.

This last point is particularly crucial, in that it especially seems to

arise out of the circumstances of the school situation itself, rather

'than obviously serving' some socializing function for future life.

A further implication can be dra the underside of the points

that Jackson has made. The crowding of children in classrooms makes it

difficult for them to exercise the peer competencies, the skills of

regulating their relationships to one another, that the children are al-

ready developing in settings outside the school. Younger children play-

ing in unsupervised settings rarely interact in groups exceeding three

or four individuals. Whete larger numbers of young children (still

rarely as large as in school) are coordinated, they tend to be 'organized

by adults or by older youths in a game, a party, or an adventure. In



any case,-the activities are almost invariably related to physical

things, the toys and found objects, spaces, and. surfaces:of children's

play. Things mediate:children's relationships to one another. This

is the social order that kindergarten recognizes. It thus quite

understandable that young children might be "unruly" when they are con-

gregated in large numbers and expected to orient- almost exclusively to

language encoded, info fon, spolcen or written. The children's al-

ready learned rules for regulating their interactions do not apply, and

ill fact they will resort.to these rules-- forming p ntaneous groups

and making play objects of whatever comes to hand - whenever the pressure

to attend to exclusively language encoded information is relaxed.

_"Socializing' young children to the standard classroom is thus not just

a matter of teaching them the expected conduct once-and-for-all but

o e of continual vigilance to maintain it.

As children grow older, the patterns of their interaction change,

but the end result remains problematic for a class The children's

friendship bonds strengthen, not to the same degree for every child,

but in networks wherein increasingly stable clusters of children are

directly or indirectly connected to certain individuals who emerge as

the centers of -action--though some children (Gronland (1959) estimated

A

ll to 22 percent of the children in all classes at all grade levels)

are persistently excluded. Outside the classroom, in the extracurricular

activities of schools and in the settings of the children's /Youth's non-

school recreation--streets and fields, fast food establishments, car

:parks, community dance centers, varqes, and so on--the children interact,

or watch the action, in increasingly larger numbers with minimum adult

organAzaticmu--or surveillance, if any at all. The largest interactions,



for example sports contests and dances, continue to be organized

around things, but language emerges as a svfficilnt medium for many

social activities. Some interpretations of "adolesient society" argue

that youths are exercising capacities for leading and followin for

self assertion and affiliation, that will be prized when they are adults

'(Coleman, 1961; cf.Henry, 1965). Youths eagerly take what part-time

work is available to them, and in recent years some have been Ave

in political causes--desegregation, antiwar activity, and ecology.,

One of every ten girls today becomeOlpregnant before age 17, and an in-

creasing number of ad lescen s formally marry while still in high school.

However, the limited opportunitises for youths to participate in.the

economy and political system, linked with the continuance of most in their

childhood home past the point when they are biologically capable of

forming separate families, results in their capacities being, to say the

least,-.Jout of phase v4th what adult society is prepared to accomodate.

It is the crowding of these youths into the secondary school that

the Martin Report (op. cit.) emphasizes. The report argues that the

sheer logistics of maintaining custody of youths in school for six or

more hours a day, not just in classes, but in study halls, libraries,

cafeterias, hallways, and so on, disperses the teachers allotted to a

school in such a way that the average class has to be large. Of course,

one must ask why a certain proportion of teachers to students, resulting

in a relatively constant range of class sizes, has been allotted to

schools in modern times. What society is willing to pay for teachers

certainly figures in this somehow. Society's valuation of teachers,

however, is based in part on some stimate of how many teachers it re-=

quires to do the work of 'schooling. It mht not be too outrageous to
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suppoSe-that 20 to 40 students r presents -the comfortable and barely
.

tolerable extremes to which a teacher oice and,vision can, e adapted

from the front ,df the room. Irr ways tat we .shall explore further below,
..---

the standard pupil -fir ratio might thus tend to perpetuate the
, .

n modes' of teaching-with which it is consistent. Be this s it

may, adolescents are bound to test-themselves, to express their interests

in,ne another, tchpull out now one and nerve another stop in the exquisitely

elaborated instruments of their social expression, in the most ordinary

conVerse of the classroom.: For the ddolescent, perha even more than

for the younger child, a tlassrooth\is-a pbtential forum. `or the teacher

of'adokescens. as 'of younger chi dren, it is necessary either to employ.

-their social Competenc or. to repress them.

ii-. The time frame of schooling

The fat_ that children-sr& required to a _-_nd.school.for certain

days and hours between the ages of six and ixteenicleatly relates to

the youths we have just been discussing, as part and parcel-of their

exclusion from adult society. Stinchcombe.(1969)has demonstrated that

those youths for whom the Connection between schooling and subsea

employment is most tenuous are the most alienated from high s par-

ticularly lower class males. Drop-out statistics tell the same story.

At the same time, exclusion affects all students in ways that the drop-

out statistics do not begin to estimate.

.1,

What more general effect on school experience does the requirement to

.attend school have? Jackson (1968) reviewed a variety of earlier and more

recent studies of-both younger and oldet children

These studies showed relatively small proportions

feelings about school.

strong feelings of like or dislik after the earliest year

V
students' feelings toward school could be characterized as stereotyped

with

school. Most



acceptance er indifference. A,p ovecative finding ii-L.two studies, hoWeve

was that studentsiwho'indicated a liking for school most often selectee

I 0

negative adjectives from a:cheeklist to describe their typical classroom*'
-/-

feelings. Contrary to oonventional.school'wisdom, the studies contain

1):0, evidence for a correlation between students' academic success and

their liking of school. Jackson relates all of this t6 school's becoming

4

701d hat"', holding fewsUrprises fter the first few thousand h s-of

atterldarke Jackson points also to the, fact that children must at-'
.

-
tend school whether they want to or not. To us this latter fact has the

prior significancWlinking ft-1s all to the physical quality of'

school life, its peculiar mixture of passivity and 'many things happening

that Jackson describes so 'effectively. School attendance is prescribed

*

legally inte -s of days and hours of a span of-years. The law affects

most directly the distribution of-children', activity in time. School

a

statsland ends at p escribed hours of the day. The tempo of activity,

from minute to minute~ needs up and slows dorm in a regular rhythm punc-.

tuated byarrivhi, snacks ar recess, 1ppcheon, the brief breaks atoclass

of activity changing time,can the approach of a day's, a week's, and,a

eason's end. It is lifted o depressed by less ,gular happenings:

special assemblies, fire dt jokes, things falling, working, failing,

whatever events can oecasioi an outburst of appciation or a groan of

,despair. hildren's energies course through school like waters in a

stream, moving faster or slower as the stream bet qanges, and finding

their way even under ice. Our analysis of crow(M1g emphasizes the social

dimension of schooling, while the knowledge required in school directs

us to its intellectual aspect. The fact of compulgory school attendance

focuses us on the physical dimension of-the school environment-. Control

of a physical aspect of children's lives, theivftme, is the point of
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departure for ehe*law.
4
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It remains'to be said that the frame of schooling ddes not en-.

.

r :

tirely dictate how the children.'s energies are to be-regulated. At the

crowding of ch_ildren1cr_edtes the problem of control f their social pro:-

pensities, children's restriction in time creates the problem of contro

of-their activity. Teachers,might attempt themselves to.control

energies enti4ely, or they dilht vcomodat,e more t6 the chlldran's own,

individual and-cultural, definitions of work-, play -, and rest-time

The e- ec ation

e

teachers -wiil foster erac

The teaching of reading, writing, arithmetic, and knowledge articulated

-'0,
by these meansbroadly speaking, the development of literacy--is very

.

@

much a matter of control. First of all, just the fact that certain in-

dividuals, all of them adults, have been off cially designated as "teacher

suggests that it is their knowledge which is to be deAinitivein the ela,sq7,

room. This does not simply mean that teachers' are correct answers.

The very form in which,knowledge is to be demonstratedas answers to quest,

tions, story telling, moves. in a game, or actions of a .ctaftis

a definition of knowledge. ThUs-the form that the teacherf9ste;s'crin-
,

If a teacher' is pressured by environmentalvet's knowledge about knowledge.

circumstances'inte'the enactment of one or another form, the teacher'

role sanctions this as knowledge none-the-less.

For anyone to teaCh`reading writing and arithmetic to ary n -ber of

others would involve the ,exercise of contrdlyin some way. Consider-simply

the nature of the alphabet. In so far as its letters stand for sounds:

that combine to form the words of spoken language, "decoding" and encodA-

ing" might be though to -be purely rational processes. In certain espbct

however, the alphabet is highly (ilibitrary: the shapes-used to repre-ent

the sounds, the order A to Z in,--whicb the '41phabet is transmitted, and,

icularly in'English, the.ine act correspondence between the letters



and Sounds as a given lette
t

given sou_d can be forMed from mo

Leaf ng to r and

arithmetic,

pefseptnel

ore than one sound, and a

than gone iombinatiOn of -lette s.

and fn partly gimilar a 6,_th /earning

ails accamoda to conventions asyell'she

iminatfon'cand reasoning. What weMeaEby "contrc, .

thi case is linked to What: Dawe in' Young, 1971) has called

the .imposition eaht s41tblatant exaple of thiS

virtually all schokoi*children, a pared for more ubtle-dl c Ines

of knowledge to come. yen laitguagefis not standar

Engfis, the imposition of meaning in leartistneto read, and write is com-
-

4
"auricled

.

Reading ;4° *rising ,- and- at- least advanced a tic are= conducted

dlUst ythrough yi iols. One` gets virtually io information from isolate_

symbolesdirectlyi- ion is extracted from

'other symbols of their system,

with sensory-bxperience. Thisdiptingnishes symbols from Congreti things

and event ,which contain relatively more information within their shapes
%%

$nd boundaries, information that, further", yields more directly to sensory

:heir connection with

and,whetever associations' they may have

actions.

That symbols can be used to represent objects and events ohe has not

experienced constitutes their most immed e power, and simylteneonsly

presents'a pioblem of access to their keening. Progressive educators=

tiicism of exclusively verbal and numerical modes 6f conveying knowledge

in classrooms concentrated on the superficiality and distorfions,of:unddr-

standing that, can result from havin employ concepts whose referents

have,nOtTheen directly. experienced (Brownell and Hendrickson In.

e

`,0{

characteri ing this as "passive" learning the progressives also anticipate



the point of view wh1Lc1 Pi*get ( 7oy especially ha worked Out,(that

thought must.be develOed,through actions 0_ concrete objects befo're it

can Okerationalized moreiformally. Piaget, however, lead us toy the

dg of a more profound level of the problemof meaning, let us say of

the problem of control over meaning, one that the Progressives slighted.

This is th capacity of ,symbolically represented knowledge to form and

,transfqrm experience, o,arrange the objects and events symbols re e t4
)

in relationships ih_t are not simply induced from experience.

Abstraction-:-the eparation of properties filom thin_s and events in

the contexts to define catego es and relationsh crucial ito, the

regulations of experience in mode''society. Modern sciee, industry,

,agric ltute, co- ye, administration, communication, and warfare (how

an we leave ,this out?) all depend upon abstraction. That -children and

1

..youths from different ,hectors Of,society'haVe different degrees access

this-mode of ftinking will be central to,clUestions to-,be pursued pter-
od

in this chapter. Heise we can.observe mOre simplistically that schools

in our society are expected foster abstract thought. Blum has specu
.

lated that remeteness from everyday life. .is an important eleme in

'legitimating academic knowledge in schools" (Blum, 1971, p.154) .

would this be so? The capackty cf remoteness for legitimating ademic

knowledge derives in part from the part abstraction plates in the control

f: the systems of modern life. At least one intended or claimed, function

f academic knowledge is the transmission of this control to students.

Abstraction itse however, is not the only source of the remoteness

academic knowledge Another -ource is suggested more by the term

'academic" itself. This is the fbct that the disciplines of knowledge'
41*

have been organized around bodies of information and -conceptual frameworks



that are ventional, ie knowledge compacts of the academies. These'

,convent4inne, more comRIex than those'' of thealphabet,*link academidtlto

qze another to a common discourse the nstitutes fo them a different

reality" from the reality of nonparticipants. As a "discipline" becomes

'et "subject" the conventions become subwerged, yet they continue to con-
.

ttol meaning nonetheless. The difference is that the learneyha less

access 'to the rules'bf a= subject than a parent discipline, except the

mostprimitive rule of all, which is to replicSte-the contents of the

subject.

A final aspect Of ,academic knowledge is somewhat paradoxical in re-

lation to its basis in cbnventionsi This s what Goody and Watt (1962)

lineated as the solitary and individualistic nature of writing and

reading as.communication. Not 6nly is communication through writing more

solitary just mechanically, compared with talk, but there is less oppor-

tunity for immediate adjustment of differences interpretation between

reader and writer than between speakers. This can cut two ways in a

'classroom. On the one hand, writing can-be developed as a personal medium

of expres ion, and the discussion of writing, or reading dond in common

can emphasize individual pupils' differences of interpretation. On the

other hand, reading. and writing can be used to isolate pupil6 from one '

*=01'

another, however consciously or unconsciously this may happen The process
.11

is istconapicUous in seatw rk that is "busy work". It also enters into

the classic pattern of teacher question/pupil answer/teacher reaction-fol-

lowed by teacher question, as the teacher takes the presumed standpoint

of the author of a reading, especially a textbook,'and monitors late pupils'

interpretation df-the reading. This links the nature of- reading and

writing to'the evaluation that Jackson underscores as gnother pervasive
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quality of classroom lite, Readir1g and writing and their'.discussion

evoke evaluation. They can further be employed to ocasion evaluation,

where the latter is cetrtral to the teacher's, control of the pupils' social

relationships, and -in the maintenance

generally.

What all this amounts to is that by.itS\Tery nature the intellectual

:he teacher's authority more

material .of schooling requires the learner's acceptance of cultural con-

-tions at various levels of abstractness. More often than not, however,

the classroom teacher does not share ith'students the intellectual gains

and trade7offs of these conventions/ but requires instead the s.tudenta'

submission to a more perapnalistic authority, the teacher's o knowlddge.

Much of what we have been saying here about academic knowledge and

control can be illustrated by a discussion Hughes recorded in an inter-
,

Mediate rade classroom.

Teachers Incidentally, did the California Indians have a pretty'
easy life?

Arthur: No.

Teacher: Ye they did, Arthur. Don't You remember? Who can tell

me about it? ,(Hands up Eddie.

Eddie: (Tells about Indians not having to work

Teacher: Why didn't they have to work e hard as other Indians?

Larry.

Y: They didn't have to fight.

Teacher: They were peaceful Indians. But one fact. One word will

answer it. Robert.

Robert; (Tells about freedoM)

Teacher: That's right. They had freedom. Rebecca.

Rebecca: Lots of food.

Teacher: Yes, they had lots of food. "Janice.

Janice: (Says more about f

Teacher:, All right, but why dic they have lots of foOd?
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Child: They had all the food they wanted.

1 ,
, 4-

Teacher: All right,

Child: (comments)

Teacher: All right,
.to say.

'Child: (Tries to el_ about raising crops) I can" think of the

word.

t there is 'still one thing 1 wanted you,

Teacher: Fertile.

Child: 'Ye
. -

Teacher: I'm going to tell you. _I wanted you to think this out.
One reason was because of the climate. Things grew:the

year 'round. The winters were not severe and there was

always plenty of-food.

(Hughes, 1959, pp. 105-106)

TliAs is a rather haphazard course of learning, for any child. The

rules that:govern meaning are.epaque. To the extent that children have

difficulty mastering these rules, communication is threatened, and the

teacher's questioning must serve a more .general -strategy of holding the

class together. The discussion above is skating on the brink of "the

discipline" problem. Allow us to point to the deliberate pun.

__Es2agruence of classroom controls

Each of the three bAl,c features of schooling discussed to this

point, the crowding of pupils, the compulsion of school attendance, and

the expectation that teachers will foster literacy, entails a heavy

exercise control. Still we have recognized at each point that things

could go more than one way.

Teachers could employ.° repress upils' social competencies, could

share more or less control over the cours of activity, and could exclude

or include pupils in the explicit construction of knowledge. .These possi-

bilities together with the constraints in which they are couched, constitute



the core problem of control inherent to schooling. TheV.are problematic

even'before we taise he question of how social class and easte affect

Schooling. Before turning to this quesiton, letas ask why the standard

classroom, the get of the more restrictive of each of these. alternatives,

'merges as the post Common solution to the:problem of control. The most

,encompaasing explanation combines social ecology and developmental psychology;

Space only Allows us to suggest the argument here,

Recall that we have connected thdthree basic conditions of schooling

to the locial; the physical,. and-the intellectual aspects o the teaching=

learning environment. The connections mightjlave beerkdiafiC n othe

ways. For example,'Foshay (l974) adds to-those three domains another three,

the emotional, the aesthe and the spiritual realms of the curriculum

and the learning environment. In our view, these are variations on the

social, the physical, and the intellectual, emphasizing the affective ag-

pects of judgments of the good, the beantiful and the true. The idea we

have attempted to set u that the social,, physical, and intellectual

ddmains of environmen s dot just in schools but more generally, tend to

be congruent eth one another. Intuitively, this idea is' conveyed by the-

image of the standard classroom quoted from Good/ ad and Klein on page 3

above. .Operationally, it is best understood in terms of human judgments:

an individual tends to orient consistently to one, or another authority

for all three kinds of judgments to be made in a given environment, intel-

le nal, social, and physical, matters of the true, the good, and the

beautiful (pleasing' or tolerable to the.,seilses, etc.). Thus If a teacher

sees him,er herself as the ultimate arbiter of w6t is true in the knowledge

realm of the classroom,,:the teacher is likely also to assume the roleof

ultimate authority 'for social and physical questions as well. If a child



petceives t is teacher as the authority or not the authority,.in one of

these realms, the'child equally tends to se76 the teacher this way in-the

_he-psychologic-of-thiS-now.-71!t-us-say-that-for

.
-the teacher to accept the child as the authority, or as on.authOrity to

,

negotiated with, in.an7 of these realmsagain, matters of the true,

the good, and the .beautiful--the teacher must accept the child as an ar-
,

biter in the remaining realms. Relating this to Fuller's theory of

teachers' development, if teacher has, perhaps in.tducation,courseS

been persuaded of the validity of the child's own inte ectual construction

of,-eality, the teacher cannot act effectively on this without correspond-"

ing views of the meaning of the child's social and physical activity

(Cf:. Harvey, Prather, White,.and Alter, 1966) 'The fact that teachers. are

TrObably not-conscious'a these distinctions, and children certainly not

,scr, in the everyday. running course of classroom events, does not contra=

diet, but rather adds weigh to our basic tuppoSition. In short, an

individual tends. 6) look to som sou ce in an environment be it self or

other, to determine what's "right" in all matters,

Environments influence individuals' judgments through both their

pragmatic and their symbolic propertis. Individual desks facilitate cer-

tain behaviorsand impede others. They also signify that certain behaviors

are expected and others not expected. Each the three basic-,conditions

of schooling conveys first-initially and most emphatically--the message

that the teacher is supposed to be in control. The herding of children

into social situations to which their rules do not apply, the(external

regulation of their energies, the conventions of knowledge to which they

submit,, all signal that the teacher is to exercise control. ,Preg-

matically and symbolically, these conditions reinforce one another (Finn,

1972).. To be changed significantly, a classtprm or school must be impacted
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physically, Socially, and i piellectually -Sara 1971).

OMR

The differences in qlassroom puiture that appear to be associated

with differences among children are best understood as variations on

standard claAsroom. &gradual accumulation of studies, especially in the

ethnographic mode, is filling details of thee variations.

Meti (1978) observed ass,ioms in the upper and lower tracks of

three junior high schools in a city where it was the policy that a given

,

teacher be assigned to plesse at both levels. The academic separation
. ., ._

:_:-', :,,i.9-i,,,,,,-,-,

Of the Children was'based.onprior, school achievement, which probably con-

tributed to the,factthat it was strongly associated with social class and

ethnic separation -since previous school experience, not just

is reflected in achievement. The upper track students eSpected,school-te--

infltence their growth and

have their opinions tak serio_sly. The lower track student did not see

any justification for pe -forming the tasks of school, except that, as in

4o

Herndon's clas es, that was "the way it spozed to be", and they did not

have, the upper track students' sense of proprietorship in the school,

' Metz writes,

be treated as 'junior partners", i.e., to

teachers onecof the`most important aspects of students'

behavior is the challenges which all classes make as they get to

know a teachet and attempt to establish patterns to their own

liking in areas of disagreement. Teachers in Canton were system-
atically questioned about these challenges, and all agreed that

they were a fundamental fact tf classroom interaction.

Most agreed that students in Tracks Three and Four posed

theits primarily through overt physical or verbal disorder, while

those in_ Track One and Honors Classes most often test-the teacher's

mastery of the subject and related intellectual matters. (Metz,

'1978, pp. 4-5)

When the,chilslren engag in explicitly ,prescribed behavior

class, it was -o e boisterous, e pressive, and public in'the lower tracks

0
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4fir
and more private or "sneaky" irrtheLuPper'traitks ' (pee also Schwartz,

1976) Teachers, in turn, responded with different management and discip-

line teett n ues-in-the-upper-and_lower_traCks.--Me_latter_children

were assigned more to independent-routine written tasks, which cut down

on the opportunity for collective interference,. Metz speculates that.

this was also more comfortable for the children themselves, as they wer

/ ,
'less ecposed to public failure in independent work. The upper track students

P

were engaged in more class discussion. Teachers less often felt they had

to countervene behavior in the upper 'track classes, and when'they did, an

acadetic strategem, for example a question aimed at a napping child, usually

sufficed to restore the expected order. In the lower track classes, teacher

attempts to quell student misbehavior were harsher, more protracted, and

further removed from the subStande of the academic task concerned.

Metz's study strongly suggests an intepretation for the Ggodlad and

Klein finding that already in the primary gradesT disadvantaged children

were assigned more to seatwork. One could ask, however, if this is not

a constructive adaptation to the children's needs or learning styles.

On the bests of still other studies, We would argue that in most cases

it is not. The kind of "independent" activity that is involved here is

typically associated with low percentages of time engaged in the presumed

task. Grannis (1978), in ecological observations,of second grade tlass-

rooms recommended as exemplars of several different models in Project

Follow Through (the primary grade sequel to Head Start), found that, across

the, models, children tended to be "on task" only 64 percent of the time

that they spent in those self-paced arithmetic and languag es activ-

ities which they had had no part in selecting, and the materials of which

,contained no explicit feedback to confirm the correctness of the children's



opera one (an answer card,- in the margin, manipulative materials,

etc.) Time'en task dropied to 61 percent if,one considered just tho_

situations where, in addition, the children were discourageddi.scouragedfrom in-

acting with one another. I- other Words, the children interacted anyway,

and the task materiels, furniture arrangements, and teacher "desists"

' 0
(cf. Xeunin, 1970) conveyed mainly the message that interaction was, not

.levant to the task: Conversely, the same children -.-"disadvantaged"

of course--were progressive more -on task as they gained more control

over self-pated'activity, i.e., as they coulclinteract, were provided.

with materials that contained feedback, and had at least some choice of

the specific task they pursued. HOweve these more consistently learner

controlled conditions were relatively scarce in the self-paced arithmetic

and language artactivitiea, i.e. the seatwork, of' most of these class-

rooms. A variety of ,4ther studies (e.g., McDOnald, 1976) suggest that

inconsistent, let us say "low support ", conditions predominate in class-
,.

room seatwOrk generally, with correspondingly low percentages of

engagement. Finally, there is mounting evidence that time engaged in aced-
a

mil tasks is associated with achievement in those tasks (e.g. Fisher,

Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw 'Moore, and Berliner, 1978). Thus low

task engagement predicts low achievement, to which we must add-that it

is likely to\generate, if indeed it does not represent, alienation.

Further aspects of recitation or discussion in classes with economic-

411y or ethnically minority children are important to note. A pattern

reported in a variety of studies invtives theteacher's asking more con-

erete questions of lower-income than of higher- income children. peacock

(1969) observed this in arithmetic, reading and social studieSsinstrUc-

tionAn contrasting inner-city elementary school classrooms. leecock'
14."



eases the consequences of-the pattern,, the perpetuation of the cate-

gories of thought that control relationships in socAety and between Boa-

aty and nature. (See also eddie, 1970. Smith and Geoffrey show how

Geoffrey ,shifted his level of questioning in acsocial studies lesson from

more abstract to more concrete in order to obtain what he recog ised.as

correct answers from his students (Smith and Geoffrey, 1968, p. 179). apt

,Without our denying the socializing effect,this latter explanation,

closer to the classroom, appears to be very important to attend to. (See

Turner, 1974, on the question'of teleological explanation here.)

is intriguing in this connection that Goodlad and Klein found that most

of the children's answers to the questions they observed teachers asking'

in. primary grade classrooms were cor

to say the answers were ace ted by the teachers, including 4.n this way

Perhaps one could (amend this

the device by which a teacher "accepts" an unwanted or divergent answer in

the process of dismissing-i as in the California Indians discusbien

quoted.above., Obtaining, co ect answers seems to be central to the use

of recitation to manage a_class, as,-much as to develop knowledge and un-

derstanding in their own right. Where children have less access to the

knowledge in question ahead of time, or from their expitrience, the first.

tactic appears to be to. obtain the answers from other children in the

class, the second tactic to lower the level of the quistioning, and the

third to dissolve the discussion in favor of seatwork.

A number Of sociolinguistic studies, especially Boggs (1972), Philips

(197 and Lein (1975), have called attention s the contrast between the

individually oriented interactive style of thea andard classroom, and

the collectively oriented interactions of minfti ST children tn their -own-

subcultural settings. The children in the abeVe mentioned studies native



C.
Hawaiian, American Indian, and migrant Atherican Black, were found to be

_loathe to compete against on another in the f,resence oT an adult author

ity, specifically in the language game of the standard --c sreom. Knowing

that it is a few Chiltren,who dominate the discussiod in most classroOms

relate this observation'to the collectivization of subordinateone might

children in classrooms generally. Roberts (1970) analyzed various mani-
-

festation of the problem of'control in urban junior high school classr-

rooms. Teichers tended.co conduct question -and- answer sessions or indiv-

idualized workin neither case utilizing and developing the students'

relationships to one another. Even the relatively rare group work" ob-

served was used is a device foi tunnelingeOrect answers to a teacher,

Or for pitting one group agalnat anothee. Robecta-interpreted the stud-

ent responses as,group reactions nonetheless:

,Structurally, apathetic groups are fragmented assortments
of persons united in one purpose: If we can't be trlisteto
relate to each other,.we will not _relate to the teacher, In

contrast to the silence of this covert rejection, sthd o-

reaction Against authority produces a structure consist of

strong subgroups, each with one aim: Destroy authority and

nullify the, structure of one-to-one interaction With'thef
.teacheri (Roberts, 1970, p. 84Y

It is interesting to examine in the light of the above discussion

the Oregon Direct Instruction) program of Bereiter, Engel- nn, and Becker,

which has produced the strongest academic achievement test gains of, the

various programs in Project Follow Through (Kennedy, 1978). The program

muses the aditional classroom.retitation and Seatwork setting with

behavior modification practices.. The seat work assignments are called

"take homes", signifying that they will be taken home after they have

been completed correetlya dWitch'on "homework" that is often the oc-

casion for failna at home. The take homes are

_

day they can generally be done in whatever order etch child determines,

rogrammed. On a given
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n between recitation periods. Otherwise, the e setting'resembles

the conventienal seatwork.setting. The recitations, too, are programmed

to produe- high rates of correct responses to concept and-ikiil-patterned,.

but still single answer, qUestions. The recitations involve mass 'OlorE!,1

chanting. Children also recite individually on command, but there Is no

nd waving./ to be-selected by the teacher. The behaviot of the teacher

prescribed as closeli athat of the pupils.
L-1

The fact that three quarters of the day in these cladsrpoms is. 41-
r

cated-to language arts and arithmetic, coupled with the fact that much

this time is spent in the relatively on -task recitation wettings, is

the simplest explanation for the achievedent results of the Oregon program.

Apart from the achievement question, the somewIat hihr support conditions

in the seatwork setting, and the positive cast of the recitations, espec

ally the collective responding, appear to reduce the disorder-and alien

ation Commonly foutd.in classrooms with minority children. On:the other

hand, the Oregon program's exclusively standard English orientation rejects

the langudge of the children's cultures (Hill, 1977) and its -total pro-

gramming allows for no differentiation:among the children, except in the

rate at which different g-_ups in the classroom progress.

It is probably no accident that the highest achieving program in

Follow Through most closely resembles, and builds upon, the traditional
,

classroom (cf. Stallings, 1974). Intriguingly, the teachers whom Stallings

(op. cit.) hild observed implementing,the,Oregon program most in accord-

ance with the model expressed the -most dissatisfaction with it One might

speculate that the model had enabled theil to increase Control of their

classes and thus to resolve the major concerns of Fuller's initial teachf-

ing phase, and that the teachers then were ready to change toward a more

differentiated, child oriented classroom.



An example Of the latter can be understood as 'a further variant, let

.us say an:outgrowth, thk'Standird classroom. Marshall (1972Yreports_

tds'strugglefto establish a nonauthoritarian discipline in a sixth grade

classroom in an inner-city, 1*W-income- Black memiUnity. During n first,.

turbulent year the lassroom yawed back and forth between teacher control

from the front Of e room and peer control from the back. 'Slowly-, in

econd: andthird year -ith new students, a learning stations approach

evolved, shaped elm as much by the students as by the teacher.. Marshall

aUMmarizes the major differerices of the Syst'eM from the conventional class-

room as follows:

lids sitd in groups spread around the room rather than in rows.

Worksheets in seven subject areas (Meth, English, Social`H

Studies, Spelling, Creative Writing, General and Reading)

are put in pockets scattered around the outside of the.ropM

every morning Monday through. Thursday.

On these station days, the students are free to move around

the room and do the.worksheets in any order they like as`

long as they finish all seven by the end of the day.

The teacherls role is!not one of controlling the Blass or

teaching seven subject s (or even one) at the frontlpf the

room, but'rather: (a) writing worksheets for seven subject,

the night before and running off codes first thing in the

morning; (b) Moving around the room during the-station time

helping people with the work and any other-problems;,(e) plan
ning otheryactivities for the remaining part-of 'the day after

the station's are finilhed;(d) correcting the stations with

the whole Class in the last hotr'of the day; and-(e)

ating progress inthe traditional subjects with tests every

Friday.

Marshall's documentation writing, sample- worksheets, d

photographs of the classroom7-show athigh level of adaptation between

1

t acherand students, for example in the accomodation of concept and skill,

instruction to students' concerns (the,reason for_Writing the worksheets

the night, before they were to be used). Marshall systematically linked

everyday events to more general categories of thought. 1His students

started out-behaving no less. obstreperously than Herndon's, but'in the
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end their intelligenee and'sociability were directed
4 ;

goals.

ore toward educational

en claparooms,xepresent a still greater departure from,the cronven

tional classroom, particularly in the wider range of options foriactiv-
a

ity they generally give, their greater use of manipulative'materiala, and,'

more or less following from these conditions, thliesser time they al-

locate to academic instruetfon:-(Grannis An open classrooms tend

to e concentrated in the primary grads, a eomison to,Marshall's class-

room might be inappropriate. Theoretically, however, open class

an alternative at any grade level. What is impor iotice her

first, that they optimize the possibility of the pupils' especially

n's, regulating -heir interactions through concrete activ-

t

itiesv Ross, Zimiles, and Gerstein (1976) observed much highef frequencies'

younger childr

f interaction, especially initiated by children, in nine opn classrooms

than in four traditional classrooms,4all of which classrooms were in

public-schools in , lower- income inner-city neighborhoods.. Similar findings'

obtained fd, "de cp ental" (Bank Street) and two traditionalclass.,

rooms inm-ddle-income schoo s

,

...when the content of the erections is more closely analyzed,,
important qualitative differences among the four groups Are seen.
In the classrboms of the traditional groups, for example, a much
larger proportion of all Gives Information interactions_was coh
cerned With_rote and routine behaviors compared to blaboms of
the nontradltionil groups. In both nontraditional groups, too,
most of the cognitive statements were distributed among subcate
gories representing higher -level behaviors. The proportion of
questioning behavior that dealt with routine inquiries was highest,
in the Traditional Lower group and lowest in the Developmental

'fliiddle'group. The traditional groups' expressive interactions
more often involved expressions of need (social, physical, and
task related)., whereas the nontraditional groups had a greater
gropOrtion of expression of preferences, of:feelings and atti-
tuden,'and of concern for othes. The larges t differences in
subcategory patterns.occurred in relation to the category con-
oerned with repiesentational and symbolicbehaVi r. Virtually
all of .the interactions, of the two traditional g-oups involved
reading- drill activities,, while the bulk of the's.- behaviors in
the DeIlopmental Middle group and a sizable proportion of those
of the 00en Lower groUiincluded forms of dramatic and creative

.,.,-



_xpres ion and a.much:Wider-Variety of experience involving

syMbolization% :(Ross, Zimiles, and Gerstein,' 19764- pp.' 47-48)

.r
V

From a,questionnaire,surVey of children in tWo parochial middle

schools in lower-income neighborhoods, one= open and one a traditional

lor

achoo, Franks,,Wismer, and Dillon (1924) !min_ that the opettschool

children judged each oth r as good or bad studenti more,on the -basis of

factors related to peer interaction, whereas traditional athool ch, dren

emphasized conformity to teacher authority and de-emphasized attributes

importaheto.peer endeavors.. It was also found that, the labeling' pro-
,

ceSayas relatively' rigid in the traditional school, the labels good and

bad-being distributed among a smaller proportion of Children than in the

open school.

Our discussion of the cultu-e of classrooms. with Minority students

has led us into discussing alternatives to the standard classroom, in

part to demonstrate that the way is is'supposed

has to be. However, it could be fateful

be is not the way

ignore student_ and their

A
parents', ideas, of what school is supposed to be. BartW(1972) has

chronicled the f ure of a rush into open education in ale inner-city

elementary school. Marshall took great 'care to arrive at a classroom sys

tem that was-meaningful to his students and the r parents. Bernstein

(1977) particularly has raised the question ofthether the more "visible"

pedagogy of the tra tional classroom might not have more currency for ,

''lower- income children than the relatively "invisible" pedagogy

open classroom -- though Bernstein's analysis, a oriented' t_ British society

and cannot easily be translated into American terms.

Much of what we have written here about, in effect, the classroom's

stereotyping .behavior patterns for majority and minority students, applies

the roles of boys and gis in classrooms. Lee and Kedar (1974) have

specifically argued that teachers favor docile behavior in their attempts

to cope with the crowding f children in the class10

-

and that this re-
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sul e po sanctio ns fos girls' .and mote negative for boyes,10'

traditional. sex roles. Lightfoot (1976) has called further attention to

ou a eopar oUfi

coping dtyle outside of school, and thus do not conform to the norm

.girla from tbe majority culture

From boodiad:and Klein's studyr summarized at the outset of our

chapter, it would be surmised, that Alternatives to the standard classroom

are very scarce, at 14st by behavioral standards. We have argued,

deed, that there are reasons to expect them tocoOtinueto be scarce.

Epstein aed,McPartland (1977,,1978), howeVer froni a questionnaire survey

of 7361 students in the eiementary'and secondary schools of a county public

school system, did find substantial'variation between Schools on a. measure

of what they called "formal school structural prOperties of openneiis:

individualization of instruction, control of student conversation and move-

r:.

men control of student assi ents and frequency of supervision of

tudent assignments. These properties were only slightly associated with

`the open plan architecture of.some of the schools, but might be attributed

to the extertsive developmenlal efforts of the school system in quest±on.

The schools did not differ significantly on what Epstein and McPartland

'call "informal openness" including whether teachers expected originality

A.nd'personallopinions in 'students classwork, as opposed to close con-

formity to theie own directions and ideas, and whether teachers reserved

moat -of the decision-making prerogatives for themselves or extended de-

cisien-makingopportunities informally to students. Still,while there

. 4 .
ilc-

., was not between school va ation on informal Oenness, there was within

school variation'on this measure. Furthermore, the informal properties



were strongly associated with nonacademic student outcomes such as self-

reliance d attitUdes toward school, while the forMal properties were

fou to;have only a small effect on these outcomes. (Academia achieve-

nt was not affected by either WO properties.) The socio- economic

status of the students was controlled for in these analyses.

Reasoning from the lack of differetcpsin info a1 openness between

the open and-traditional schools, Epstein and McPartlane suggest that

teacher personality might have contributed -to the within - school' diffe ences
j

in informal openness This would bring us back toJ'uller _ idea of teachers'

developmental stages, and our realization of th fundamental constraints

on teachers.' yielding controlover classroom events.

A recent study by Moos (1978) differentiates secondary -c

rooms more broadly than the Epstein and McPartland, study, a_

taken as a "state of the art" example of the measurement classroom

ell Moos administered the Classroom Environment Scale (CES) to stud-

ent in 200 classrooms from 3 schools, including public general high.0.

te,p

andschools, vocational, private,and.alternative.high schoo_s, and junior

high schools, located in a variety-of communities on the East and West

_f,
coa _s of the United States. The CBS consi of 90 true-false items

which fall into nine different sub6-scales, each of which measures stud-

ents' perceptions of the emOasis'on- one:dimension of classroom climate.

Analysis of the students' responses yielded five distinct clus ers of

classrooms: control oriented (47 classrooms);. -change ented' (44 class-

rooms), affiliation oriented (26 classrooMs).,- task oriented (474classrooms

0

'and competition oriented (32 Clatsroom4). Four claSgrooms coul'

loCated in any clU ter.

not.be--

One o _ interesting details of these patterns ,



hat withid two of the clusters,-affiliation oriented and -task oriented,

there were two subclusters, one with an above average and the other with

a belowAverage,jmaphasis,on teacher control; while within the comps

tion oriented pluster, there were three subclusters, one having an above

average, another an average, and the third-wbelow average; emphasis on

:teacher control. Thus variations on control continue to be central-in .

Moos' more fine-grained analysis'. The competition oriented subcluster

with average teacher control was further distinguished from the other

A
two cnmpetition%dubclusters in having a greater than average emphasis on

'teacher support" or'perponaI-affectiVe teacher-stude

Moos labels this _ "supportive? competition-oriented type, as opposed

:4=
elationships.

the "structurer" and "unstructured" competitio oriented&

other two of these subclusters.

Moos also Administered a qu6stionnaire asking the student how sat--

isfied they were with their school, their-class the other students 'in

the clas theirteaChe r, a d their learning in the class. Analyse of

variance were conduc4d =lo-:asdertain the extent. to Whiai,these'five student
4.

satisfaction v

pipe-subclus

es discriminated among bot_ the five clestera and*the

_action with school did not. significantly dif-.

terentiate Tither An4Veia.. However, each of the other satisfaction

=°6 .

variables significantly differentiated among class tpes in-both setsOf,

anelYs We, notice the parallel Epstein andjicPartland findings.

More spevifically on what amount to the within - school diff4rences,

Students in controtietted classes were the least
satisfied,with the class/the teddhtr, and the amount of
material they were learning. A sitililarTid4ern-of results
occurred in-the.dtructi,re& task oriented' lasses and,.to a
somewhat lesser extent, in the unstructured competitiOn

.

ented and' affiliation oriented classes. Students wererelatively



'
h!ghly satisfied, with the clads and the teethe n in-

noVition .oriented .and supportive:Competition or ted

classes. SurpriSingiy., students; in task orien class-

rpoiw- e e n e materii
however, thS plebe milieu may hive led to higher.expec-
ations andut the cunt they should be learning._ finally,

students. liked each other more -in '.classes which 'emphasized

student-'student (Foos, 1-978, p.60)

Mooa' discussion the0e- findings emphasizes the disCovery. of 47.'

classrooms "almost exclusively oriented toward eacher control of student..

behavior" 'and the -fin
,

ding that teachers-- were in gerierals.

'!more satisfied .with h-innovation oriented than with control oriented

The relative. degree of structure and suppott was very im-7
portant in Moderating student and teacher satisfactiOn in'thec
otherithree types of 'Classes. The results suggest that:Struc-
ture' is basitally positively related to student and' teacher

satisfaction., unless. that'strUcture,iS rigidly iwinOsed on

students in a . non-supportive context. to moderate degree of
Structure (particularly clarity of 'expectations) in a class
-Oriented toward Student student interaction and/or teacher
SUPO:ort relates positively to student IrkyRIvement and satis-
fadtion and, to a somewhat 'lesser extent, _teacher 'sAtisfaction
a 711. These results highlight the negative implicitions of

groom disruptlion and'.1adk of teacher preparedness, as well

he importance of structure around rules
that

the predicts -,

lity of the environment. A classroom. that is "out of control"
a pleasant experience for either teachers or students.

e evidence from the task oriented. Classroom
he degree .of classroom. strudtgre cean become
n-supportive. In these classes, students_
enerally mgre satisfied with the uilstruct1.

structured subtweS`. This is not related tibfia.

ndicateq
oo rigid

d teachers
d:than the
Cr control

per se, since the -6mphasis in this area was slight y higher
in the structure petition oriented than, in the uctured.

task rients The Afferenci is in the pire
text n. h tie ontrol.oc.burs. The structural' dome titicn :=

origin e asses placed more i'mphasis on student affi

teacherAupport and innovation than the structured task o ented

classeS. Thus, the same "Objective" level of teacher contro
may, be perceived as more restrictive and rigid in settings
which lack emphasis on the relationship-dimensions. Conversely,

an emphasis-on organization arfa structure may be perceived
positiyely in settings which are,also moderately warm and-
supportive. (Ibid., p. 63-64)



We began this chapter with the observation that classrooms every-

where are "different" and the "name ". Our anaySis attended.-fi

the sameness of classrooms, but in these last pageS it has recognized

.

more the differences between classrooms. How can classrooms bk both
..

Same an -different We suggeSt that this is largely a matter of point

'compared With -other settings, including theof view. WIen classrooms

alternative,educationdl settings that are the reference points.for the

Goodlad and .Klein and the Martin:Report judgments, they appear to be

more same than different. When classrooms are c__pared,against them-
,

selves, the judgments itly-accept the, constraints of the classroom

situation, and differences stemming more from the students' and the

teachers' styles become more pr incIt. Moos in his use of the term

"relative" to characterize different levels of student satisfacti6n, and

his discussion of the importance of structure in the classroom, recog-

nizes the boundaries of the classroom situation.

The finding of differences does not diminish the need to explore al-

ternativesto the classroom. Our-analysiS of the classroom,situa-,,

ation Was made us more aware of how far-reaching alternatives to the class-

room might have to be in or develop fundament'ally diffe_ nt educat-

ional possibilities. It may be that the-most significant Changes in class-

rooms would only be possible if the basic conditions of schoolingagain.'

an the pupil teacher ratio, the fixed time frame, and academic
r -

testing--were so altered that the standard classroom simply woulqnoryork.

This is a different way of rendering the conclusionS reached by Goodlad

and Klein and the Martin Report. One wonders what effect a new under-

standing' of these things' 'will have upon education,

A
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